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ABSTRACT 

In light-water reactors natural circulation has an important safety related function as a passive decay 
heat removal mechanism. Most of the accidents and transients contain at least a period when natural 
circulation takes place. The aim of this work is to study the phenomena taking place in the primary 
circuit during the different phases of the natural circulation in the Loviisa VVER-440 geometry. The 
analysis in carried out using the CATHARE thermal-hydraulic system analysis code. 

The phenomena which are analyzed in more detail are; the primary inventories during the changes 
of circulation mode, the intermittent behavior of the hot leg loop seals, the effect of the connecting 
lines between the hot and cold leg loop seals, interaction between the loops, primary coolant 
distribution during the different phases of natural circulation and tne effect of the low secondary 
water inventory. The effect of the surge lines is also analyzed, since they may act as loop seal 
connecting lines. 

The different phases of the natural circulation is studied by decreasing the primary side water inventory 
in steps. This procedure has been chosen in order to simplify the situation and to minimize the 
disturbances to the natural circulation caused by the break. The calculated results are compared to 
the PACTEL experimental results to find similarities or differences, although the experiments are 
not analyzed here. 

In addition to an overall quantification of the phenomenology, the following observations were 
made: intermittent two-phase flow goes predominantly through the loop(s) that have no loop seal 
connections, and only one- and two-phase natural circulation stages are affected by the secondary 
water level. 
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parameter in CCFL correlation 

specific heat capacity 

tube diameter [m] 

acceleration due to gravity [m/s2] 

superficial velocity [m/s] 

Kutateladze number 

difference in elevation 

parameter in CCFL correlation 

mass flow rate [kg/s] 

Bond number 

heating power 

hydraulic resistance 
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P expansion coefficient 

p density [kg/m3] 

0 surface tension [N/m] 

Subscripts 

& gas 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

All nuclear power plants are designed to utilize 
natural circulation of primary coolant for decay 
heat removal during transient and accidental 
situations. The advantage of natural circulation 
is that it operates without pumps because the flow 
is driven by the buoyancy generated pressure 
head. The vertical distance between the heat 
source and the heat .ink is an important parameter 
affecting the circulating flow rate. In some 
designs natural circulation is used as a part of 
normal operation, e.g. during the maintenance 
period, in order to remove decay heat from the 
core. 

Natural circulation has also an important safety 
related function. Most accidents and transients 
conU'in at least a period when natural circulation 
take:, place. Thus, it is important to know the 
efficiency of the natural circulation to remove 
decay heat from the core under different 
conditions. 

If the reactor plant is considered as an ideal 
thermosyphon the natural circulation can be 
divided in three different modes. In the first one, 
when the primary circuit is intact or only a little 
amount of coolant has been lost, the circulation 
is a single-phase liquid flow. The driving force is 
caused by the density difference between the hot 
and cold legs. The second mode is a two-phase 
fluid circulation.This mode starts when the l.quid 
starts to boil and the vapor flows into the hot 
legs. Vapor is then condensed in the steam 
generators. The flow rate in this second mode is 
normally higher than during the single-phase 
liquid circulation mode, because the density 
difference becomes larger. The mass flow rate 
starts to decrease again when all the vapor is no 
more condensed in the steam generators and also 
the cold legs start to contain some vapor. The 

third node starts when only vapor enters to the 
hot legs. In the reactor geometry this happens 
when the liquid swell level falls below the hot 
legs. This phase is called reflux-condenser or 
boiler-condenser mode depending whether the 
condensed water returns back to the upper plenum 
through the hot legs or if the water goes to the 
cold legs. 

L. some real plants the natural circulation is not 
continuous but the circulation may stop or 
oscillate and so affect the efficiency of the heat 
removal capability of die flow. At the same time 
the primary pressure is connected to the heat 
removal capacity. If decay heat is not removed 
the primary pressure rises and, on the other hand, 
if more heat is transferred to the steam generators 
the primary pressure decreases. 

There are the following basic differences between 
WER-440 reactor design Western-type PWRs. 
Firstly, in the VVER-440 design the vertical 
distance between the core and the steam 
generators is smaller. Secondly, both hot and cold 
legs contain loop seals and thirdly the steam 
generators are horizontal. Also some operating 
procedures may differ, e.g. during the main
tenance period the decay heat is removed using 
some of the six loops in the natural circulation 
mode. This is possible because all the loops are 
equipped with main isolation valves. During the 
maintenance period Western PWRs are in so 
called mid-loop operation mode and the decay 
heat is removed by a special pump-driven circuit 
(so called Residual Heat Removal system). 
Additionally, in the Finnish Loviisa power plant 
one peculiarity is that three of the six loops loops 
contain a connecting line between the hot and 
cold leg loop seals. 
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During a small-break LOCA the hot leg loop 
seals, together with the horizontal design of the 
steam generators, may prevent the condensed 
water from flowing back into the upper plenum. 
Furthermore, the closure and the opening of the 
hot leg loop seals have an important effect on the 
decay heat removal during the two-phase and 
single-phase vapor circulation modes. These 
circulation modes may differ greatly from the 
corresponding modes in Western type reactors. 
Thus, the geometrical differences between 
VVERs and Western type PWRs are so important 
that studies performed for the Western PWRs are 
not directly applicable for VVERs 

In this paper the natural circulation is studied with 
different primary mass inventories. The inventory 
is decreased in steps and the interval between two 
concecutive reduction is around 1000 seconds. 

Similar experiments have been performed with 
the PACTEL facility (among others ISP33). 
PACTEL is run by Lappeenranta University of 
Technology (LUT) in cooperation with VTT 
Energy, Finland. The experiments are not 
analyzed here but the calculated results are 
compared to the experimental results to find 
similarities or differences. The stepwise reduction 
procedure was chosen in order to simplify the 
situation and to minimize the disturbances to the 
natural circulation caused by the break flow. In 
the reality, however, the break flow is constant 
or at least continuous. The continuous small 
breaks have been calculated before. Some are 
included, for example, in the safety analysis for 
the Loviisa power plant (LOFSAR) /!/. In this 
LOFSAR analysis the natural circulation is not 
studied in detail, but it concentrates in the core 
coolability. 
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2 SCOPE 

The aim of this work is to study the phenomena 
taking place in the primary circuit during the 
different phases of the natural circulation in the 
WER-440 geometry. The phenomena which are 
analyzed in more detail are; the primary 
inventories during the changes of circulation 
mode, the behavior of the hot leg loop seals, the 
effect of the connecting lines between die hot and 
cold leg loop seals, interaction between the loops, 
primary coolant distribution during the different 
phases of natural circulation and the effect of die 
low secondary water inventory. The effect of the 
surge lines is also analyzed, since they may act 
as loop seal connecting lines. 

The information about the primary inventories 
corresponding to changes of the circulation mode 
may be used when analyzing different accident 
scenarios in order to establish the existing natural 
circulation mode. The behavior of the hot leg loop 
seals are studied because the flow and pressure 

oscillations are determined by the opening and 
closing of the loop seals. The loop seal connecting 
lines may cause the hot leg loop seals to becomr 
permanently closed, thus causing an asymmetry 
between die loops. 

On the level of the whole circuit the interaction 
between the loops and die alternation of the active 
loops under different conditions are studied in 
detail. This information may be used, for 
example, to estimate the possibility of die creation 
of a boron-free water plug in the loop seals, or to 
evaluate the efficiency of operator actions during 
various accidents. Knowledge of the primary 
coolant distribution is of importance, especially 
in cases leading to a severe accident. Water in 
die loop seals may postpone damage of the steam 
generator tubes by preventing very hot gases from 
entering die steam gener. ors and in this way lead 
to a different accident scenario. 
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3 CCFL MODEL 

A counter-current flow limit (CCFL) is an 
important factor defining the behavior of the hot 
leg loop seals. Thus, it should be correctly 
modelled during a natural circulation phase. 
CCFL depends on the geometry and on the local 
conditions which are affected by the interactions 
between the loops. 

A specific CCFL model is used in the junctions 
between the elements modelling the hot legs and 
the hot collectors. The user's guide of CATHARE 
proposes to use this model in a junction between 
an axial and a volume element in the vicinity of 
a water level. In these calculations the Kutateladze 
form, Eq. 1, of the CCFL correlation was used. 
The parameters C and m in the correlation have 
the values of 1.71 and 0.61 respectively. These 
values correspond to the experimental values 
measured in a vertical hexagonal pipe (diameter 
of 141 mm) by IVO/4/. 

..1/2 
i + mKi = C 

and 

K' = Ji Pi 

g(PrP,X* 

(i) 

(2) 

where J. is superficial velocity, g acceleration of 
gravity, pL liquid density, p c vapor density and a 
surface tension. The subscript i refers either to 
liquid (1) or gas (g). 

Among others Richter 151 has found that when 
the tube diameter is increased, after a certain limit 
the CCFL phenomena is no longer dependent on 
the diameter. With diameters larger than this limit, 

the CCFL is defined by the physical length 
parameter similar to the Laplace capillary length. 
A non-dimensional diameter D* which is a ratio 
between the tube diameter D and this length 
parameter, is often used to present the ex
perimental results. 

D* = D| 
gCPrP.) 

-|J/2 

- N B 
1/2 

(3) 

where D is a tube diameter and N, is the Bond 
number. If the Kutateladze number of the 
experiments is drawn as a function of the non-
dimensional diameter for zero penetration (Ku in 

= C) the results approach a constant equal to 3.2, 
when the non-dimensional diameter has a value 
larger than SS. 

In the experiments the non-dimensional diameter 
D* has a value around SO which is near the limit 
(D* > 55) presented by Richter 151. Thus, the 
parameters derived from the CCFL experiments 
performed by IVO can be used for the cases 
analyzed here. 

The non-dimensional diameter for the hot legs 
of the PACTEL facility in the conditions 
presented above is around 5 which is far below 
the limit presented by Richter. This means that 
CCFL is controlled also by the physical diameter 
of the pipe. Thus, in the PACTEL experiments 
the behavior of the hot leg loop seals differs from 
the calculated case and the experimental results 
may not be compared directly with the cal
culations presented here. 
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4 NODALIZAHON 

The calculations presented are performed using 
the CATHARE2 VI.3U code. It has been 
developed in France by CEA, EOF and FRAM 
ATOME 121. The code is considered by the 
developers as fully validated for the Western 
PWRs. A similar validation process as for Western 
PWRs has been started for VVERs, the Russian 
type of PWRs. This process is still in progress. 
The aims presented in the preceding chapter can 
be achieved combining the knowledge of the 
physical models in the code with experimental 
results and together with an in depth analysis of 
the calculated results. Hence, the code does not 
need to be "fully validated" to be usefc) for this 
anuysis. On the other hand even if, the code is 
"fully validated" a due consideration of the 
essential phenomenology is necessary in order 
to draw meaningful conclusions. 

In gravity driven natural circulation the momen
tum transfer has, with exception of in the loop 
seals, only a minor effect. In the calculations the 
phenomena in the loop seal are dominated by the 
model of the momentum transfer between phases. 
The CATHARE c^'e has been chosen for this 
analysis because the momentum equations 
contain a term taking into account the gravity 
wave propagation and the appearance of 
interfacial forces. In this way the calculational 
model is consistent with reality in taking into 
account also the forces trying to decrease the 
inclination angle of the water surface in the loop 
seal geometry. It is an opposite force to the vapor 
flow pushing water up vhen a stratified flow 
regime exists in the bottom of the loop seal. 

The CATHARE code contains three different 
kinds of elements. The basic component is a 1-
dimensional axial-element containing a junction 
in both ends and twe or more calculation meshes 

inside. A large volume, where the velocities are 
small, is modelled using a volume-element. This 
element contains a moving mixture level dividing 
the element in two nodes. In die lower node liquid 
is die continuous phase and in die upper node 
gas is the continuous phase. One or several 
junctions can be joined to die volume-element. 
The connections, like die surge line connection 
to die hot leg, can be modelled using aT-element. 
It is a one-node element containing three 
junctions. A thermic wall-element can be 
connected to all dvee hydraulic elements. This 
wall-element is divided axially into nodes having 
equal length as corresponding hydraulic nodes 
and radially in two or more nodes. The wall can 
be composed of one or several materials. The 
wall-elements are used to model die metallic 
structures, heat losses, heater rods etc. 

The nodalization scheme used for die calculations 
contains six primary loops like die reference plant 
All die six loops are modelled separately because 
die asymmetry between die loops is one of die 
main topics to be analyzed. Anodier important 
subject to be analyzed is die behavior of die loop 
seals. For this reason, die hot leg loop seals are 
finely meshed, Fig. 1. This meshing has been 
tested and validated by calculating die loop seal 
experiments performed by IVC 13/. 

The core •« divided into four parts: three fuel 
element channels and die bypass, Fig. 2. These 
three channels of the active core represent die 
hottest rod, the average hot section (12S rods) 
and die rest. This subdivision does not play any 
special role in this calculation, but it is included 
in die standard input data deck used in LUT for 
the simulations of the Loviisa NPP. The 
dbwncomer is modelled by an axial element.The 
other parts of die RPV are modelled using volume 
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LOOP SEAL CONNECTING LINES 
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Figure I. Nodalization scheme of the loops. 
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Figure 2. Nodalization scheme of the pressure vessel. 
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elements. A volume element has been chosen to 
model the upper plenum in order to minimize 
the possibilities of a nonphysical entrainmcnt of 
water into the hot legs during the transient. The 
volume element in CATHARE has two nodes 
separated by a mixture level. The position ol the 
level depends only on the physical laws. Thus, 
the numerical diffusion has no effect on the height 
of the level. The sink element used to decrease 
the mass inventory is situated in the bottom of 
the lower plenum. 

The pressurizer is also modelled with a volume 
element, Fig 3. The heaters in the pressurizer are 
modelled in seven groups. They are used only 
during the steady state in order to control the 
primary pressure. During the transient the heaters 
are switched off. The pressurizer is connected to 
two hot legs via surge lines. The mesh length in 
the surge lines is as in the hot and the cold legs. 

The steam generator tube bundle and the 
collectors are divided vertically into five layers. 
Each layer models a different number of tubes 
(from top to bottom 1320, 1306, 1150,1080 and 
680 tubes, respectively), but all the layers have 
the same height. The horizontal heat exchange 

tubes have five meshes. The mesh length 
increases from hot to cold collector with a length 
ratio of 1.4 between two adjacent meshes. In 
earlier calculations this meshing has been found 
to model properly the heat transfer under the 
nominal conditions /6/. The secondary side pool 
is divided into two parts, firstly the tube bundle 
part and secondly the other parts lumped together. 
The bundle part forms a riser and the other parts 
a downcomer. The feedwater is injected in the 
middle of the riser part as in the reference steam 
generator. The nodalization scheme of the steam 
generators is presented in Fig. 4. 

The nodaiization scheme as a whole contains 
around 530 hydraulic nodes on the primary side 
and 150 nodes on the secondary side. Heat losses 
are not modelled but the metal of the walls is 
taken into account as a heat sink or source. The 
amount of metal is relatively large. Thus, the 
amount of heat accumulated should be taken into 
account. The wall elements contain around 600 
thermic nodes. The CPU consumption per 
calculation of 9000-10000 seconds of transient 
time was around 400 000—500 000 seconds 
(4.5—5.5 days) in IBM RS6OO0/320 or in HP 
9000/710 work stations. 

PRESSSURIZER AND SURGE LINE 

10.25 

pressu 

surglegx 

19.4 

Figure 3. Nodalization scheme of the pressurizer and the surge lines. 
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STEAM GENERATOR 
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Figure 4. Nodalization scheme of the steam generator. 
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5 ANALYSIS OF CALCULATIONAL RESULTS 

5.1 Description of transients 

Three different cases with two different power 
levels are analyzed. The first case is calculated 
with the following scenario. The core power is 
kept constant during the whole transient (1.5% 
or 2.2% of the nominal power). The primary side 
water inventory is decreased in steps of 5%. Every 
decrease in the inventory greatly disturbs the 
system. In order to reduce this disturbance the 
break flow rate is increased and decreased 
smoothly. The interval between two successive 
reductions is from 500 to 1000 seconds. Fig. 5. 
The secondary side boundary conditions are kept 

constant. The steam line pressure is S.2 MPa and 
the secondary inventory is controlled by 
regulating the feedwater flow. The maximum 
feedwater flow rate per steam generator is 3.0 
kg/s. 

With the exception of the connecting lines situated 
in three loops between hot and cold legs being 
open, the second case was similar to the first case. 
The third case is like the first one, except the 
secondary level is 60% of the nominal level. 
Because the heat exchanger tube bundle contains 
more tubes in the top than in the bottom in this 
case only 40% of the tubes are covered by water. 
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Figure 5. Primary mass inventory as a function of time. P = 1.5 and 2.2%. 
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Table I. The initial parameters of the transients calculated. 

core power [%] 

primary pressure 
[MPa] 

mass flow rate in 
downcomer [kg/s] 

core inlet/outlet 
temperature [K] 

secondary pressure 
[MPa] 

easel 

1.5 

2.2 

7.5 

7.5 

264 

304 

540/559 

540/559 

5.2 

case 2 = case 1 + 
connector lines open 

1.5 

2.2 

7.5 

7.5 

264 

304 

539/554 

540/559 

5.2 

case 3 = case 1 + 
secondary level 
reduced 

1.5 

2.2 

12.1 

13.4 

283 

305 

561/576 

570/588 

5.2 

Table II. The primary inventories when the calculation was stopped and the reason for stopping. 

core power 1.5 % 

core power 2.2 % 

easel 

55 %, 
non-convergency 
while decreasing 
mass inventory 

30 %, core uncovery 

case 2 = easel + 
connector lines open 

60%, 
non-convergency 
while decreasing 
mass inventory 

60%, 
non-convergency 
while decreasing 
mass inventory 

case 3 = case 1 + 
secondary 'evel 
reduced 

65 %, non-convergency 
while decreasing mass 
inventory 

65 %, non-convergency 
during stabilizing period 

The calculations are supposed to be continued 
until the core is uncoved. In five cases of six the 
calculation is stopped earlier because of non-
convergency problems. These numerical 
problems appear when the mass inventory is 
reduced. The reduction changes the direction of 
the water flow in a hot leg. Numerically the 
change between co-current and counter-current 
flow is always difficult for the codes to cope with. 
The primary mass inventories at the end of the 
calculation and the reason why the calculation 
was stopped are shown in Table II. 

5.2 Dependence of circulation 
mode on primary inventory 

During the reduction of the primary coolant 
inventory the natural circulation mode changes 
from single-phase water to two-phase fluid and 
finally to single-phase vapor. Table III gives the 
calculated primary coolant inventories corres
ponding to the changes in the natural circulation 
mode. The PACTEL facility HI, /8/ does not 
contain the connector lines between the loop seals 
in the hot and cold legs. This means that the 
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Table III. The change of circulation mode in the hot leg versus water inventory on the primary side. 
0 the first case. O the connecting lines are open, * the secondary levc' is decreased. 

core power 2.2% core power 1.5% PACTEL 1.8% 
single phase water 82B, 820,82* B2U, 82Q, 82* 81 
to two-phase [%] 
two-phase to 47B net calculated 50—76 
single-phase vapor [%] 

core top uncovery [%] 30B not calculated =40 

experiments are performed in conditions which 
approach the condition of the first case. The 
PACTEL results are used for comparison with 
the calculated results, but the analysis of the 
experiments is not a part of the work presented 
here. 

it seems that the change of the natural circulation 
mode in the hot leg from single-phase water 
circulation to two-phase circulation does not 
depend on the core power, but the change is 
defined by the water level in the upper plenum. 
This level depends slightly on the core power 
because of the constant pressure which means that 
the temperature and the specific volume stay 
constant. On the other hand, the change from two-
phase flow to boiler-condenser mode depends on 
the core power because the void fraction in the 
core and in the upper plenum is largely dependent 
on the core power. 

The fact, that thr change from single-phase water 
circulation to two-phase circulation does not 
depend on the core power, has been also found in 
the PACTEL natural circulation tests. The 
inventories in the calculations corresponding to 
this change are approximately the same in the 
calculations and in the experiments. In the 
PACTEL experiments the inventory corres
ponding to the change from two-phase flow to 
boiler-condenser mode varies between 50 to 75% 
depending on the core power and the experimental 
procedure 111, HI. When the inventory is 
decreased in steps the change takes place earlier 
than during a continuous break flow. 

The change of the circulation mode from two-
phase circulation to boiler-condenser mode is 
defined by the manometric balance between the 

water level in the cold coPectors and in the upper 
plenum, Fig. 6. The level in the upper plenum 
stays near the hot leg junctions until the water 
level in the cold collectors of the active loops 
has decreased below the level of the hut leg 
junctions on the pressure vessel. Thus, the 
inventory connected to the change from two-
phase flow to boiler-condenser mode is dependent 
on several parameters, like liquid distribution in 
the circuit, core power, whether the loop seal 
connecting lines are open or not, etc. However, 
the dependency of all these parameters can not 
be demonstrated in these calculations, because 
the calculations were stopped before due to non-
convergency problems. The water level in the 
upper plenum, in the cold collectors and in the 
pressurizer are shewn in Appendix A, B, C, D, E 
and F for all the cases calculated. 

In the PACTEL experiments it was observed that 
during the boiler-condenser mode the swell level 
in the upper plenum is the same as in the cold 
leg. If the inventory is further decreased the level 
jumps over the loop seal because some vapor 
penetrates through the loop seal filling the highest 
parts of the leg. A new balance is formed between 
the level in the vertical part of the pump outlet 
and the level in the upper plenum. When the level 
jumps in the loop seals some large oscillations 
occur. These oscillations are not observed in the 
calculations because the steps used to reduce the 
primary mass are too big and the oscillations 
caused by the reduction hides the oscillations 
caused by the level changes. 

It seems that the hot leg loop seals always contain 
some water even if the primary mass inventory 
is decreased to the point where the core cladding 
temperatures start to rise. The hot leg loop seal is 
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closed for vapor by water when the loop seal 
contains more than 1000 kg of water. The amount 
of water stored in the hot legs is shown in Fig. 7. 

When a strain generator of the PACTEL facility 
was dismantled for maintenance it was found that 
the steam generator tubes contained a lot of water. 
The amount of water was only visually observed 
and not measured exactly. However, it seems that 
condensed water can accumulate in the tubes. The 
reason may be that the tubes are slightly inclined 
even if they are supposed to be installed 
horizontally. Another explanation may be that 
surface tension prevents water from flowing out 
from the tubes. If some water really accumulated 
into the tubes during the PACTEL tests, it means 
that in the experiments the core region contains 
less water than in the calculations where no water 
accumulation occurred. This difference between 
the calculated and the experimental results may 
partly explain the difference in the change from 
the two-phase circulation to boiler-condenser 
mode. In the cases presented here, the error caused 
by the modelling deficient of the water hold-up 

in the tubes can be estimated to be about 5% 
(corresponds to 25% of the total volume of the 
heat exchanger tubes). 

53 Dependence of flow rate on 
primary inventory 

The variation of the water mass flow rates in the 
downcomer with different water inventories is 
shown in Table IV. As an example the mass flow 
rate as a function of time in the downcomer is 
shown in Fig. 8. The mass flow rates in the other 
cases are shown in Appendix B, C, D, E and F. 

The circulating flow rate is largely dependent on 
the inventory, but in some cases it oscillates with 
a relatively large amplitude even if the inventory 
does not change. At the same time the loop 
behavior is asymmetric. This means that the 
different loops have different flow rates and the 
loops with higher flow rates are also changing. 
The flow rate is also dependent on the core power. 
Todreas & Kazimi 191 have presented that the 
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Figure 7. Amount of water in hot legs in case one, P = 2.2%. 
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Table IV. Water flow rate in do-vncomer versus water inventory in the primary circuit when the loop 
seal connecting lines are closed. 

Inventory [%] 

100 

95 

90 

85 

80 

75 

70 

65 

60 

50 

<45 

Mass flow rate [kg/s], when core power is 
1.5% 

264 (symmetric) 

264 (symmetric) 

264 (symmetric) 

264 (symmetric) 

oscillating (quite symmetric) 

oscillating (quite symmetric) 

oscillating (asymmetric vapor flows in 
loops 2 and 6) 

15 (1 -phase vapor in loop 2) 

145 (asymmetric 3 and 4) vapor flows in 
loops 2 

120 (asymmetric vapor flows in loops 1, 
2, 3 and 4) 

no convergency 

no convergency 

Mass flow rate [kg/s], when core power is 
2.2% 

304 (symmetric) 

304 (symmetric) 

300 (symmetric) 

300 (symmetric) 

oscillating (quite symmetric) 

oscillating (quite symmetric) 

oscillating (asymmetric vapor flows in loop 5) 

oscillating (asymmetric vapor flows in loops 2 
and 5) 

225 (asymmetric vapor flows in loops 3 and 5) 

150 (not fully stabilized vapor flows in loops 3 
and 5) 

200 (asymmetric vapot flows in all the loops) 

20 (1-phase vapor in all the loops) 

Figure 8. Mass flow rate in downcomer, P = 2.2%, transient case one. 
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mass flow rate of a thermosyphon during the 
natural circulation can be estimated using the 
following formula: 

"2rjQHgAL^ 
(4) m = 

-I l/(3-n) 

,R 
-Pi 

where P is the thermal expansion coefficient, QH 

is heating power, g acceleration due to gravity, 
AL vertical distance between heat source and the 
heat sink, c fluid specific heat capacity, R 
hydraulic resistance and p0 reference coolant 
density (p0=p,). 

In the exponent the parameter n has the value of 
1.0 if the flow is laminar and it is near 0.2 if the 
flow is highly turbulent. The corresponding 
values of the exponent in Eq. 4 are 0.S and 0.36, 
respectively. This formula is applicable only for 
single-phase natural circulation when the changes 
in the density are small. If this kind of exponential 
formula is fitted to the calculated results presented 
in Table IV, the exponent in Eq. 4 has the values 
given in Table III. The values obtained propose 

Table V Dependence of the flow rate on the core 
power. 

primary inventory [%] 

95—100 

85—90 

value of exponent in 
Eq.4 

0.37 (turbulent) 

0.32 (turbulent) 

that the flow is turbulent all the time during the 
single-phase water circulation mode. The same 
results can be found by calculating the Reynolds 
numbers in different parts of the circuit. 

The form oi the dependency between the primary 
mass inventory and the mass flow rate in the 
downcomer seems to be similar to the PACTEL 
experiments. The oscillating region is situated in 
the same range of the inventory and the relative 
values of the mass flow rates compared with the 
initial flow rate in the calculation and in the 
experiments are also similar. The oscillations are 
analyzed in more detail in the next chapter. 

Figure 9. Mass flow rate in cold legs during boiler-condenser mode, P = 2.2, rase one. 
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Table VI. The period and the limits of the flow oscillations in the downcomer with different primary 
inventories. 

80% 
[kg/s] 

75% 
[kg/s] 

70% 
[kg/sj 

65% 
[kgfc] 

core power of 1.5% 

easel 

190s 
20-250 

340s 
0-500 

530s 
0-400 

not 
oscillating 

case 2 

300s 
20-340 

300s 
0-250 

300s 
0-250 

not 
oscillating 

case 3 

195s 
20-270 

270 s 
-5-270 

not 
oscillating 

not 
oscillating 

core power of 2.2% 

easel 

160s 
20-480 

220 s 
0-500 

220 s 
0-400 

220s 
20-350 

case 2 

320s 
20-320 

320 
20-320 

not 
oscillating 

not 
oscillating 

case 3 

140 s 
50-270 

160 s 
20-280 

65s 
50-200 

not oscillating 

Table VII. The period and the limits of the primary side pressure oscillations with different primary 
inventories. 

80% 
[MPa] 

75% 
[MPa] 

70% 
[MPa] 

65% 
[MPal 

core power of 1.5% 

easel 

190 s 
9.4-10.6 

340S 
8.5-10.1 

530 P 
6.9-8.6 

not 
oscillating 

case 2 

300S 
7.8-10.5 

300S 
8.2-10.1 

300s 
6.0-8.3 

not 
oscillating 

case 3 

195 s 
12.0-13.0 

270 s 
8.0-10.8 

not 
oscillating 

not 
oscillating 

core power of 2.2% 

easel 

160s 
9.0-10.5 

220 s 
8.5-9.8 

220 s 
6.1-9.0 

220 s 
5.9-6.1 

case 2 

320 s 
8.0-10.5 

320 
7.0-10.1 

not 
oscillating 

not 
oscillating 

case 3 

140 s 
13.1.-14.0 

160 s 
11.1-12.0 

65s 
10.3-10.5 

not oscillating 

5.4 Oscillations 

The pressure and the flow oscillations during the 
different natural circulation modes have different 
frequencies. The oscillations during the two-
phase flow circulation are caused by the opening 
and the closing of the hot leg loop seals. A certain 
pressure difference over the full loop seal is 
needed before the vapor can penetrate the loop 
seal to the steam generator. This pressure 
difference is dependent on the amount of water 
situated in the loop seal. The loop seal closes 
again after the steam flow rate has decreased 
below a certain limit and the circulation is stopped 
again. The limiting flow rate is defined by the 
balance between the interfacial friction and the 
buoyancy forces. The period of these oscillations 
depends linearly on the core power because the 
limit depend only on the local conditions in the 

loop seals. However, the amplitude does not 
depend on the core power. The period and the 
limits of the flow and the pressure oscillations 
with different primary inventories are shown in 
Tables VI and VILA typical behavior of the water 
flow rate in the downcomer is shown in Fig. 8. 

The second type of oscillations appears during 
the boiler-condenser mode. In this case the 
oscillations are located in the pan formed by the 
loop seal and the hot collector. It seems that the 
CCFL plays an important role, and the os
cillations are caused by the water flow up and 
down in the vertical part of the leg. The interaction 
between different loops also affects these 
oscillations. The amplitude is 10 kg/s (between 
0 and 10 kg/s) in all the loops, Fig. 9, but in the 
downcomer the amplitude is only 5 kg/s, Fig. 8. 
The period of these flow oscillations in the loops 
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is 25 secords. The oscillations during the boiler-
condenser mode are not included in Tables VI 
and VII, because the pressure oscillations are very 
small and the oscillations in the downcomer are 
also relatively small. 

The very strong oscillations occurring during and 
just after the inventory decrease are connected to 
the change of the state of the system. The interval 
between two concecutive decreases was chosen 
so that it was sufficiently long to find a stationary 
state. Thus, if a stable stationary state is not 
reached the persistent oscillation is caused more 
by the nature of the circulation than by the 
disturbance introduced. 

5.5 Effect of loop seal connecting 
and pressurizer surge lines 

The primary circuit in the Loviisa power plant 
has only one loop where the loop seals are not 
influenced by the other loop seals. Two loops are 
connected to each other by the pressurizer surge 
lines, because the pressurizer is connected to the 
hot legs of the two loops. The surge lines join 
together before the pressurizer, even though there 
is two connections to the pressurizer. Three oth
er loops have special connector lines between the 

loop seals in the hot and in the cold loops. These 
connection lines are normally closed by valves. 
These valves are opened if the pressurizer level 
drops below 3.2 r i. In the calculations the valves 
are opened when the water inventory is decreased 
to 85% and only water circulates in the hot legs. 

During the single-phase water circulation mode 
the effect of the connecting lines is negligible. 
The situation changes when the mode becomes 
two-phase circulation. In this mode the water 
from the cold leg goes through the connecting 
lines to the hot leg loop seal keeping it closed for 
the vapor flow, Fig. 10. The water still flows 
through the loops with connecting lines but the 
other loops have higher mass flow rates. 
However, most of the energy is transferred via 
vapor flow. This situation continues at least until 
the primary inventory is decreased to 60% and 
probably the loop seals stay closed even if the 
inventory is further decreased and the other loops 
become empty. 

The effect of the pressurizer surge lines is similar 
to the loop seal connecting lines. P.e surge lines 
are full of water all the time. Always, whenever 
the primary pressure decreases some water spills 
to the hot leg loop seal. The pressure decreases 
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when the loop seal is open and some fluid flows 
to the steam generator. The water coming from 
the surge line closes the loop seal and the fluid 
flow via this loop seal stops. When the loop seal 
is closed the pressure starts to rise and after a 
certain time the loop seal is opened by the 
pressure difference over the loop seal and the fluid 
flows to the steam generator and the pressure 
decreases again. Thus, the water in the surge lines 
has a tendency to keep the loop seal closed. The 
surge lines also have a tendency to be full of water 
because if some water goes to the loop it fills the 
surge line. The surge lines may be emptied only 
during the boiler-condenser mode if some 
pressure excursions take place. In the calculation 
the pressure behavior is very stable and the surge 
lines are almost full of water when the core 
uncovery appears. 

5.6 Effect of lowering secondary 
kvel 

The low kvel on the secondary side r.iainly affects 
on the primary pressure level. The pressure is 
2.0—3.0 MPa higher from the beginning until 
the primary mass inventory is decreased to the 
value of 60%, Fig. 11. When the mass inventory 

is lower than 60% the pressure is at the same 
level as when the secondary level has the nominal 
value. The pressure stays higher because the heat 
transfer area is 60% smaller when the secondary 
side level is decreased by 40%. The difference 
between primary pressures stays until on the 
primary side the highest tubes are full of vapor 
in both cases (primary . /entory around 60%). 
Because the heat transfer from two-phase mixture 
is much better than from single-phase vapor the 
heat transferred via the highest tubes is small 
compared to the total amount of heat transferred 
and the importance of die lowered secondary level 
disappears. 

Qualitatively the overall behavior, e.g. the 
pressure and the flow oscillations, seems to be 
the same as when the secondary level is normal. 
The pressure and the flow oscillations during the 
two-phase flow circulation have the same period 
as when the secondary level is normal. Tables VI 
and VII. The amplitude of the flow oscillations 
is 150—200 kg/s which is about half of the 
amplitude when the secondary level is normal. 
The amplitude of the pressure oscillations are the 
same, around 1.0 MPa, as when the secondary 
tevel is normal. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

The natural circulation has been studied in the 
VVER-440 geometry. As a sensitivity ar .lysis 
the effect of core power, secondary level and loop 
seal connecting lines has been analyzed. A 
stepwise primary inventory reduction procedure 
was chosen in order to reduce the disturbances 
caused by the break flow. However, the opening 
of the break introduced large flow oscillations 
causing numerical convergency problems. A 
continuous break flow was tried to continue the 
calculations further but without success. 

The calculated results show that the fluid flow is 
turbulent during the single-phase water circula
tion mode. The flow in the loops becomes two-
phase circulation when the primary mass 
inventory decreases below 82%. The two-phase 
circulation is highly unstable and a great number 
of large pressure and flow oscillations occur. The 
flow rate oscillates with on amplitude of 500 kg/ 
s (between 0 and 500 kg/s). At the same time the 
pressure oscillates reaching a maximum value of 
11.0—13.0 MPa depending on the secondary 
level. The next change in the circulation mode 
takes place when the inventory decreases below 
45—55%. fhe flow in the hot legs changes from 
two-phase to single-phase vapor flow. The limit 
depends largely on the core power. The last event 
analyzed is the moment when the core cladding 
temperatures start to rise. In the calculations this 
stage is reached only with core power of 2.2% 
because of non-convergency problems during the 
primary inventory decrease. The cladding 
temperatures start to rise at the top of the core 
when the inventory is decreased below 30%. 

The parameters used in the CCFL correlation 
were calculated using the experiments performed 
by IVO. The geometry of the experimental 
apparatus differs from the geometry of the VVER-
440 hot legs. Theoretically the experimental 
results are usable, but because of the possible 
importance of the correct modelling of the CCFL 
phenomena some further sensitivity analysis 
would be needed in order to find out the real 
importance of the CCFL model used for the 
results. 

The experimental results from the PACTEL 
facility are not analyzed here, but the calculations 
are compared with the experimental results in 
order to verify the consistency of the calculations. 
This comparison shows a quite good agreement. 
However, the geometry of the PACTEL facility 
differs too much from the geometry of the real 
plant and the experimental results are not directly 
comparable. 

The version of the C ATH ARE code used for these 
calculations has some known deficiencies. 
Probably the largest effect is caused by the fact 
that the heat transfer under film condensation 
situations has been found to be too small in the 
other analysis. The film condensation appears 
mainly during the boiler-condenser mode. During 
the post-test analysis of ISP33, the only effect of 
an improved film condensation correlation has 
been found to be the decrease in the primary 
pressure by a value of 0.1—0.2 MPa, HI. Thus, 
the effect of the film condensation in the cases 
calculated is rather limited. 
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Remarks: • loop seal conneting lines inactivate the loops concerned • pressure oscillations slower 
than in the other cases • flow oscillations larger than in the cases 1 
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Remarks: • calculation stopped because of numerical problems 
• in beginning loop 1 active (loop without connections in hot leg) 
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Remarks: • loop seal conneting lines inactivate the loops concerned • pressure oscillations slower 
than in the other cases • flow oscillations larger than in the cases 1 
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Remarks: • calculation stopped because of numerical problems 
• in beginning loop 1 active (loop without connections in hot leg) 
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Remarks: • loop seal conneting lines inactivate the loops concerned • pressure oscillations slower 
than in the other cases • flow oscillations larger than in the cases 1 
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Remarks: • calculation stopped because of numerical problems 
• both pressure and flow oscillations larger than in the case 1 
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Remarks: • 2000s—2600 s (73%) 3 loops active • 2600 s— (68 %) 2 loops active 
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Remarks: • calculation stopped because of numerical problems 
• both pressure and flow oscillations larger than in the case 1 
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Remarks: • 2000s—2600 s (73%) 3 loops active • 2600 s— (68 %) 2 loops active 
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Remarks: • calculation stopped because of numerical problems 
• both pressure and flow oscillations larger than in the case 1 
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Remarks: • 5600 s—6700 s (60 %) 2 loops active • 6700 s—(55%) 3 loops active 
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Remarks: • calculation stopped because of numerical problems 
• 4500 8—5600 s (65 %) 1 loop active 
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Remarks: • 5600 s—6700 s (60 %) 2 loops active • 6700 s—(5 j%) 3 loops active 
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Remarks: • calculation stopped because of numerical problems 
• 4500 s—5600 S (65 %) 1 loop active 
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Remarks: • 5600 s—6700 s (60 %) 2 loops active • 6700 s—(55%) 3 loops active 
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Remarks: • loop seal connecting lines inactivates the loops concerned 
• 2500 s—4500 s only 1 loop active (loop withc ut connections in hot leg) 
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Remarks: • 4500 s—5500 s 2 loops active • 5500 s— 3 loops active 
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Remarks: • loop seal connecting lines inactivates the loops concerned 
• 2500 s—4500 s only 1 loop active (loop without connections in hot leg) 
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Remarks: • 4500 s—5500 s 2 loops active • 5500 s— 3 loops active 
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Remarks: • loop seal connecting lines inactivates the loops concerned 
• 2500 8—4500 s only 1 loop active (loop without connections in hot leg) 
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Remarks: • 2500 s-4500 s only 1 loop active • 4500 s— 3 loops active 
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Remarks: • 25C0 s—-4500 s only 1 loop active • 4500 s— 3 loops active 
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Remarks: • 2500 s—4500 s only 1 loop active • 4500 s— 3 loops active 
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Remarks: • 2500 s—4500 s only 1 loop active • 4500 s— 3 loops active 
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Remarks: • 2500 s—4500 s only 1 loop active • 4500 s— 3 loops active 
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